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Sunnytek Solar owned by Allan and Caroline Jansson

Allan Jansson handle all technical matters and sales
40 years experience in technical management and development
Master level in mechanical engineering and very long experience

Caroline Jansson handle economy but is also a midwife teacher
She teach midwife colleagues and doctors in Africa in her profession.
Works at Uppsala University women and children health department

with her thesis works related to birth related improvements

The medical activities is a second leg in what we do in African activities



Business idea of Sunnytek & Partners

We offer and sell own products in lamps and illumination solutions developed 
and produced in Sweden by us

We have a number of partners mostly in Sweden that have smart and unique 
products in the energy and green environmental area

We integrate these into own larger complete solutions that take a 
larger grab on what is needed for the best installation

We handle all between producer and buyer to get best efficiency and costs and 
to offer a Hakuna Matata solution for end user

Normally we only work with local investors that know the country that
want to invest in something that creates good incomes and pay off.



Our solutions normally offer following characteristics

Short pay off time typical between 2 years and 6 years with 
good profitability for booth investors and buyers

Green solutions environmentally correct and certified 
by authorities and inside EU

Low life cycle costs due to careful design and best suppliers
Long life time of investment compared to most other suppliers

Education and maintenance package as the worst is
if system get broken and out of operation for a long time

Local partners than can make service and keep spares
Solutions that normally reduce high import costs to a country in 

USD /Euro so you keep more money inside your own county



Sunnytek  Main areas of activities

* Solar energy to produce electricity by Photo Voltaics
* Wind and hydro power solutions in combinations
* Energy storage to equalise output over 24/7 operation
* Solar energy to produce hot water and steam
* LED illumination systems as street lamps and other lamps
* Biogas production by different types of substrates
* Clean potable water production from rivers and wells
* Sewage water plants for waste water processing
* MSW city dump waste management solutions
* Biomass to energy solutions
* Biomass and MSW conversion to oil and other fuels
* Specific Industrial solutions for energy management



Solar farms and systems
Small systems for small houses larger 
homes schools and medical centras.
From only 5W panels and up to MW 

Larger solar systems for 
industry applications

 business centras or city use



Solar hot water panels for low temperature hot 
water 40-80C for schools and medical centras
and private homes.  Water mostly for personal 

hygiene and kitchen applications

Solar hot water and steam panels for
industrial applications and large scale
solar farms.  These can make steam to 

160C in temperature for industrial 
large scale use

Solar hot water and steam systems



Wind mills
Sunnytek wind mills are normally vertical rotor designs that

operate nice and quiet and gives high output.
Wind combined with solar is a good combinations as wind 

make power when sun is down.
We have all from small 100W wind mills to several

MW large systems

Wind mills needs a windy 
area and most countries
have suitable locations in

some local places.
Strong winds helps

a lot



Hybride energy systems
Hybride systems use more than one solution 

to make electricity. This is very favourable as often
one source makes power while the other is

not making much power. Here we balance all inputs and
get a better reliability in uniform production

Image shows a wind mill + solar panel combination
We can also include hydro power etc in a system.
The combination is often a large advantage and 

Sunnytek is a bit unique in these hybride solutions
Many areas with dry season have large advantages 

with hybride systems



Hydro power stations
Hydro power water turbines
cowering all from small sites

to very large sites.
We have outputs from 1 KW
for a small village to several 

MW for larger systems.
We have a very good hybride 
system for smaller towns with 

10-500 houses that produce power
cheaper than other systems.

Perfect for small African creeks
that are very common



Energy storage for smaller solar farms
Mostly small system but we have very 

long life battery systems with up to over 
20 years life time. Install and forget design

Larger energy storage systems for
industrial applications and large scale solar farms

We offer very large systems for many MWH
capacity and they can offer 20 years life cycle

in hot climate to low operation costs

Electrical energy storage



Biogas systems
Biogas systems can handle different types of 

substrates to produce a valuable gas.
One source is sludge from the sewage water plant.

One other source is food waste from MSW 
material at city dump.

Industrial waste can also be used from 
brewery and food production.

Biogas can be used to produce electricity or hot 
water.  Industrial oil boilers can easily be modified

to use biogas  and not oil.
Gas operated generators make electric 

power directly from gas to grid



Sewage water plants

Modern cost efficient water plants that can handle all 
from small cities up to large towns in output.

They follow EU demands in clean water and are 
reasonable priced with low operation costs

Sludge can be used to produce biogas and is a 
valuable extra income for operation

Sewage water plants handle 
all waste water from a 

city etc. Output is purified 
water + sludge that can  be 

used to generate large incomes



Water plants for portable water to drink
Water production plants for all from small areas

to larger towns for drink water quality. 
We can use water from rivers or a drilled well 
and have what is needed in pumps and filters

The system can be operated fully by solar power
or if better the electric grid in the area.

Systems have low maintenance and production costs
One solution makes high quality water from 

salt sea water  by a new technology



Irrigation and drip water systems
for efficient farming

Irrigation system for farming
These are preferable based on drip water

technology and need very little water
One single tap can irrigate up to 1000M2 area

In many areas this can give a 3-rd harvest per year
during the dry season  (+ 30% in output)

We have solar operated pumps for river water
and drilled wells for up to 200 m heights

We cooperate with a company that drill wells in Africa
with over 3000 units in operation named IAS



Low temperature heat to electricity conversion

The ORC turbine ( Organic Rankin Cycle )
convert low temperatures of 80C to 200 C

to electricity by a special turbine
There is lots of waste energy from 

industrial processes in this range we 
can convert to electricity in a reliable way

Some application ideas

Boilers in tea industry have hot flue gases through chimney. ORC turbines can 
typically get 50-150KW electricity here.  Payoff often less 2 years
Boilers in a brewery have same situation and same profitability



Energy storage and battery solutions
Energy storage can be used in several ways !

Energy storage for electricity production like 
solar farms and wind mills

Energy equalisers to balance large variations
in energy consumption or production
Emergency power when grid is down 

by some reasons and it replace a generator
Reduce grid stress when heavy machines 

are started up and need very much power
for maybe a few minutes. Smaller fuses

are then needed.



Street lamps and solar street lamps
We offer street lamps made and designed 
in Sweden based on new designs that use

less power that other led lamps. 
We can save 20-30% of electricity

compared to other led lamps and 70-80%
to old designs. New innovations design
All lamps can be delivered 

with grid operation or solar 
power and battery.

New battery design gives
10 years warranty and
about 20 yeas life cycle



Pyrolysis systems for operation by MSW waste

Pyrolysis system can handle MSW from city
dump and convert to valuables like oil  and coal 

+ metals in a straight and simple way
Result is no land fill and a very good potential 

in high incomes
If better we convert all to electricity direct

than can be sold to grid or industrial customers

10 tons plastic can give
over 5 tons of light diesel
fuel and 3 ton coal and 

very good incomes.



Pyrolysis of old car tyres for oil  
and energy production

These Pyrolysis systems are similar to MSW 
systems but optimised to process old tyres

Output is very valuable and 10 ton tyres can make
5 tons of light diesel fuel + 3 ton coal + 1 ton

valuable steel scrap

Pyrolysis can give electricity
as output by a diesel generator 

and if so they produce 
very cheap electricity



Gasifiers for biomass
Gasifiers is a pyrolyse system for biomass like wood + farmers 
waste etc and not plastics or rubber. Output is synthetic gas 

that is an interesting fuel for boilers and heating 
and electric generators

Power levels from 5 KW to 5 MW size
Use biomass with very high efficiency

Farmers waste and MSW waste useable
Perfect for gas engines and generators

Perfect for large industrial boilers
Short pay off time in many applications

Short start up time from 3 minutes



Land fill gas production
Old land fills used for a number of years normally produce a lot of methane gas 
many years ahead. By Swedish technology we can collect the methane and use

it to produce large volumes of electricity.

Land fill gas generators make very cheap 
electricity for normally many years. 

Most city dumps can make over 
1 MW output from generators for many years

Pay off cost for this 
investment is normally 
as short as 2-3 years



Biogas solutions
Biogas systems convert biomass to biogas

and fertiliser with high a value
We can use food from city dump and manure or sludge 

from sewage water plants as raw material
Biogas can be used to heat in industry or in a gas 

generator to produce electricity

We have 2 solutions
One a rotating high spec. digester
One is a traditional tank system
They cower all from small sites

to very large installations



Boilers for solid fuel
We offer a number of boilers for solid fuel and 

oil + gas fuel of very modern design.
The new generations have 10-15% more efficiency

and by this saves lots of fuel. 
They are also much more automatic and this reduce

staff and maintenance a lot
Fuel can be chips and pellets and this make all better
and easier with more output.  As no door is opened

the cool down is solved with 5 % improvement
Cost is reasonable and payoff time often 3-5 years 

by fuel savings only
 



Chip + pellet + fuel driers

Making fire with water is a bad idea
Many boilers use wood with 20%  to 60% moisture 
If we deliver chips with 10-15% moisture content 

savings are very large in fuel consumption
Boilers can loose 20-50% efficiency here

We have complete solutions for pellets and chips 
including chippers + driers and pellet machines

Wood harvesting is common in Sweden and we have
the needed suppliers

This include machines to use peat raw materials



Tea industry applications
Improving steam boiler operation with a number

of smart solution can cut 30-50% of wood consumption
Solar fpower + storage can replace diesel generator to 100%

Solar farm + a larger storage can replace grid 100%

Smaller steps can be
Better thermal management by 

better insulation on steam
all old tubes.

ORC generator can make about 100KW by waste 
heat from chimney

Wood management can make dry wood and more
energy as wood burn better than water



Brewery applications
Improve steam boiler by an ORC turbine ( +100KW )

Used substrates from production to make biogas and use 
this in the boiler to replace imported oil

Operate boiler on Pyrolysis oil from city dump
Operate diesel generator on pyrolysis oil

Solar hot water panels for internal preheated water
Roofs are large and often very suitable for a solar farm

Old steam pipes have large heat leaks and new 
insulation can save lots of energy by small investments

Water plant can make good water even if wells 
have limitations in quality
Led lamps saves electricity



Sawmills and wood industry
Sawmills and equipment for wood industry
We have a range of small portable sawmills
suitable for farmers and small scale foresting
They can be moved round and have an own

engine so no external power is needed.
Very attractive price level and still

best quality
Systems are very simple but  very 

professionally designed. Sweden is 70%
covered by forests so wood machinery

is a key area here.
Perfect for rural African works



Cement industry
Cement industry is a large consumer of power 

in different ways.  There are 2 main designs 
of cement plants used today

Here large improvements are available.

Electricity by solar farms and energy storage solutions
Solar hot water panels to make steam + hot water

Fuel in kiln process by biogas or pyrolysis oil or
plastic waste called RDF fuel

ORC generators to harvest energy not used today 
to make internal electricity

Update diesel generators to pyrolysis oil operation



Palm oil production

Palm oil production in a factory needs a lot of energy
All factories needs lots of electricity and prices itself 

use steam for boiling the substrates

Solar power to produce electricity
Solar hot water panels to make hot water and steam

Diesel generators can use pyrolysis oil made in 
the country and not imported

LED lamps saves electricity and offers
much better ambient light



Summary of Sunnytek activities

As showed we have a lot of solutions from Sunnytek & partners
We are happy to cooperate and offer best solutions combined 

with best support and Hakuna Matata.

The complete grab we have of a problem secure best solutions
with best profitability

Sincerely  Allan Jansson  Sunnytek Solar


